
Quickly dissolves organic matter such
as fat, grease and hair which can block
sinks, drains and water waste pipes

Safer than using harmful acids

Easy flow, granular formulation 
prevents any dangerous splashing

Ideal for use in domestic, institutional
and commercial premises

Leaves a fresh lemon fragrance after
use

Prevents build up and reduces 
likelihood of expensive drain rodding or
jetting services

Prevents slow running drains which
are a health hazard and major cause of
bad odours

Key features and benefits
of  Exocet.

Before use, it is important that you have
read the Safety Data Sheet in its entirety
and that you are wearing protective 
goggles and gloves. 

Simply introduce a single dose (30ml) of
Exocet to the sink, toilet or drain. Allow
to stand for 10 minutes, flush well with
water and repeat if necessary.

Use regularly in areas prone to 
accumulation of grease, fat, oil, soap
and hair to prevent build up and to keep
drains open and smelling fresh.

Do not mix with other 
products.

Do not use on aluminium or 
galvanised metal.

Do not lean directly over the 
dosing area.

A lemon scented, strong
caustic granule that will
clear drains of  grease,
oils, fat and hair

What is Exocet?
Exocet clears grease, oil, fat, soap and
hair from blocked or slow running drains
using a unique thermo-reactive granule
formulation. Exocet eliminates the need
for caustic liquids and dangerous acid
solutions. The granular formulation 
prevents any hazardous splashing and
its lemon fragrance leaves the area
smelling clean and fresh.

How does Exocet work?
Exocet’s thermo-reactive granules are
activated when they come into contact
with water. This exothermic reaction 
produces heat which quickly breaks
down and removes organic matter. You
can accelerate this process by adding
tepid water after you have introduced
the granules.

The granules are heavier than water 
enabling Exocet to sink to problem
areas to relieve blockages or slow 
running drains, quickly and effectively.
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How do you use 
Exocet?

Clearly Drainworks: Riverside Industrial Estate, Fazeley, Tamworth, Staffordshire. B78 3RW. Fax: 01827250143 For Technical Support: Freephone: 0800 707 6434 or sales@img-limited.co.uk

The IM Group utilises a process of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While we do strictly adhere to our products’ specifications, we routinely implement product improvements.
Therefore, please contact us for our most current product specifications. IM Group warrants the quality of this product when used according to directions. User shall determine suitability of product for use
and assumes all risk. The seller will not accept liability for more than product replacement.                                                                                                     
Trademarks: Clearly Drainworks is a registered trademark of the IM Group. Clearly Drainworks is a wholly owned subsidiary of the IM Group.
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